2017 Golden Bear Open

Open Women 55kg
Mat 1

Kaitlin Kucharski
University of Winnipeg

Erica Ravelo
University of Regina

Presly Williams
University of Saskatchewan

Amy Bellavia
University of Calgary

Keesha Lowe
University of Regina

Devyn Manderschied
University of Saskatchewan

A. Bellavia
Fall 1:29
TF 10-0

K. Kucharski
Bye
116

K. Kucharski
Bye
108

P. Williams
Bye
118

K. Lowe
Dec 8-6
118

K. Lowe
Bye
109

K. Kucharski
Fall 1:29
TF 10-0

K. Lowe
Dec 8-6
118

P. Williams
Bye
118

A. Bellavia
Fall 1:29
TF 10-0

D. Manderschi
Fall 2:30

E. Ravelo
Dec 4-2

E. Ravelo
Dec 8-2

D. Manderschi
Fall 0:43

P. Williams
122

121

117

122

126

128

122

122
**2017 Golden Bear Open**

**Open Women 67kg**

**Mat 3**

### Round 1

- **Alison Mcphee** (University of S) vs. **Alison Mcphee** (University of S) Dec 3-1
- **Maddison Haney** (University of W) vs. **Maddison Haney** (University of W) Inj. 0:00
  - **M. Haney (University of Winnipeg)** 1ST

### Round 2

- **Tara Godfrey** (University of C) vs. **Maddison Haney** (University of W) Dec 9-0
- **Alison Mcphee** (University of S) vs. **Alison Mcphee** (University of S) Inj. 0:00
  - **A. Mcphee (University of Saskatchewan)** 2ND

### Round 3

- **Berit Johnson** (Saskatoon WC) vs. **Tara Godfrey** (University of C) Inj. 0:00
- **Maddison Haney** (University of W) vs. **Maddison Haney** (University of W) Dec 5-0
  - **B. Johnson (Saskatoon WC)** 3RD

### Round 4

- **Tara Godfrey** (University of C) vs. **Berit Johnson** (Saskatoon WC) Fall 0:34
- **Maddison Haney** (University of W) vs. **Maddison Haney** (University of W) TF 11-0
  - **T. Godfrey (University of Calgary)** 4TH

### Round 5

- **Alison Mcphee** (University of S) vs. **Berit Johnson** (Saskatoon WC) Fall 5:22
- **Kathrin Waeckerlin** (University of R) vs. **Kathrin Waeckerlin** (University of R) Inj. 0:00
  - **K. Waeckerlin (University of Regina)** 5TH
**2017 Golden Bear Open**

**Open Women 82kg**

**Mat 3**

**Round 1**

- Kiera Prior (University of S)
- Rebecca Ellis (University of S)

**Round 2**

- Emily Tuttosi (University of C)
- Kiera Prior (University of S)

**Round 3**

- Audrey Bucher (University of W)
- Emily Tuttosi (University of C)

**Round 4**

- Rebecca Ellis (University of S)
- Kiera Prior (University of S)

**Round 5**

- Kiera Prior (University of S)
- Audrey Bucher (University of W)
2017 Golden Bear Open

Round 1

Josh Skory (University of C)
Kieran Acktar (Saskatoon WC)

Sina Ghazizadeh (University of A)
Freddie Aziz (University of C)

1005
1006

Fall 1:08
TF 12-2

Round 2

Josh Skory (University of C)
Freddie Aziz (University of C)

Sina Ghazizadeh (University of A)
Kieran Acktar (Saskatoon WC)

1012
1013

Dec 6-5
Fall 1:11

Round 3

Josh Skory (University of C)

Sina Ghazizadeh (University of A)
Kieran Acktar (Saskatoon WC)

1026
1027

Fall 5:58
TF 10-0

K. Acktar (Saskatoon WC) 1ST
S. Ghazizadeh (University of Alberta) 2ND
J. Skory (University of Calgary) 3RD
F. Aziz (University of Calgary) 4TH
2017 Golden Bear Open

Open Men 57kg
Mat 4 PM

Round 1

Aram Villegas
University of W
Brendan McKeage
Cochrane Cowboy
Fall 1:39

Roland Yong
University of C
Zachary Bieber
University of S
Fall 0:43

Round 2

Melvin Arciaga
University of A

Zachary Bieber
University of S

Melvin Arciaga
University of A
Fall 10-0

Aram Villegas
University of W
Aram Villegas
University of W
Fall 2:06

Round 3

Brendan McKeage
Cochrane Cowboy

Zachary Bieber
University of S

Melvin Arciaga
University of A
Fall 10-0

Brendan McKeage
Cochrane Cowboy
Fall 2:31

Round 4

Aram Villegas
University of W

Zachary Bieber
University of S

Melvin Arciaga
University of A
Fall 10-0

Aram Villegas
University of W
TF 10-0

Round 5

Brendan McKeage
Cochrane Cowboy

Roland Yong
University of C
Fall 1:04

Aram Villegas
University of W
Brendan McKeage
Cochrane Cowboy
Fall 1:04

Melvin Arciaga
University of A
Fall 1:04

R. Yong (University of Calgary)
5TH
2017 Golden Bear Open

Open Men 82kg
Mat 1 PM

Round 1

Parker Vandanvelde
University of A

Devyn Procyk
University of R

Parker Vandanvelde
University of A

TF 11-0

Round 2

Amtoj Dhaliwal
University of F

Devyn Procyk
University of R

Fall 1:03

Round 3

Amtoj Dhaliwal
University of F

P Parker Vandanvelde
University of A

TF 13-1

A. Dhaliwal (University of Fraser Vall)

1ST

P. Vandanvelde (University of Alberta)

2ND

D. Procyk (University of Regina)

3RD